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On May 26, the Foreign Labor Force

Policy Committee announced "The Basis
and Practices of Immigrant Policy."
The committee said that Korea has

already advanced into the immigration
society, and so we need somehow
comprehensive and long-term immigrant
policies. There are several reasons: the
number of immigrants have rapidly been
increased; the low-birth rate and graying
have quickly grown; the stay types of
immigrants have been diversified; and
more immigrants are getting settled
down.

It must be absolutely affirmative that
government approaches the issue as a
total immigration matter rather than just a
migrant workers' and tries to make
comprehensive and unified policies.
Especially, it seems that governmental
funding for internationally married
immigrants has resulted from the citizen
groups' consistent requests.

Nevertheless, there are some points
that they should not neglect as they
promote the immigration policies. The
problems of governmental policies are as
follow:

First, in the main part of the policy,
immigrants' voices are omitted in the

policy practice. There is no
communication channels for migrant
workers, refugees, married immigrants,
and multi-cultured families' children in
the policy.
Second, the most crucial things to

practice policies are some cooperating
systems and networking with local
government rather than central
government's directions. Through these
organized systems, the funding and
education for immigrants can work well.
Third, the funding program for

immigrants should not be a special or
temporal benefit for them. Although
immigrants are special in some sense,
they, as a neglected class, should be
treated on the basis of the total Korean
social security system.
Fourth, there is a specific policy for

migrant workers, especially for
undocumented workers. It just occurs the
same troubles again that they keep the
policies on temporal labor visa and limits
of changing workplace and the
crackdown and deportation policies on
undocumented workers.

The following is the summary of the
government's immigrant policies.

The basic principle of immigrant policy:
Realizing an open society living with
immigrants.
1. Guarantee for human rights of

immigrants
-Providing basic human rights such

as education and medical service
-Protecting immigrant women,

children, refugees
2. Strengthening international

competitiveness
-Active inducement of professionals;

limited inducement of skill workers
-Prior consideration for Koreans

holding other nationalities who have the
same language and culture
3. Embracing multi-culture and social

integration
-Intensifying mutual understanding

on diversities of other cultures
-Supporting the settlement of

married immigrants and their children

Continued to page 3▶
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Accidents causing death of workers are strictly
increasing in Daegu, Gyeongbuk area this year. 5
workers have died. This result is more serious than
results of the preceding years because 3 died in
2005, in 2004, and 4 died in 2003. In this situation,
workers need a brilliant policy to be protected from
accidents.

At around 6 a.m. on the 4th, a Vietnamese worker died while sleeping at the
company dorm, in Gyeongsan. Although police officers made an autopsy, they
couldn't find any special reason, so they requested to the National Institute of
Scientific Investigation.

His colleagues and many centers for migrant workers' rights insist that the
worker died due to overworking. Besides, Ms. Lee, an undocumented worker who
was working with a salary of 600 thousand won per a month, suddenly fainted,
and she died on the 8th.

2 workers died in Seong Seo Industrial Complex in January and April and a
Cambodian worker died in Dal Seong Industrial Complex last month. As a result,
a total of 5 workers died this year. Mr. Kim Kyung-tae, the chairperosn of
Counseling Center For Migrant Workers in Daegu, strongly persisted, "Because
migrant workers are forced to overwork even 13~15 hours a day, so labor law
must be applied for migrant workers strictly." AWNAWNAWNAWN
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PerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectlyPerfectly
By Lee Yong- iL. a member of Migration and Human RightsBy Lee Yong- iL. a member of Migration and Human RightsBy Lee Yong- iL. a member of Migration and Human RightsBy Lee Yong- iL. a member of Migration and Human Rights

Last May, the government announced "the Basis and
Practices of Immigrant Policy". According to this policy report,
the point of future immigrants policy is construction of a long
term unified administration structure for multi-cultured or open
society with foreigners as avoiding to supply short term human
power. The core purpose is the establishment of a balanced
and unified immigration policy while strengthening national
competition and guaranteeing migrants' human rights and
promoting a unified society.

The contents of the policy, which is as epochal as the
so-called "paradigm conversion", is having the same way of
doing with western European countries' recently recognition
conversion. For instance, the Korea Immigrants policy committee
report basic directions aren't different from Germany immigration
policy proposal of immigration committee which starts 2000
function until 2001 belongs the Department of Interior. It
professes selected immigration based on the labor market in
the case of the strengthening of national competition, The first
immigration law was carried out from January, 2005. The law is
the basis the committee's immigration proposal that contains
strong solution about society problems through the immigration.
In Germany they started to hire foreigners in 50 years.

In Korea, the speed is faster compared to other countries. In
spite of 2 years of enforcing EPS, the government professes

immigration policy about multi cultured and open society. But
those conversion of recognition is showing us a big difference
with western countries. In our case it isn't a result of many
experiences, trial and error about immigration problems with
long time, it is just like easy borrowing of advanced western
immigration policy.
Of course, it doesn't only leads to faults, we can tell from

fast growing of our modern age. But the hurried immigration
policy without intimate understanding about process and context
shows us the critical points. They plant immigration trees about
multi culture and immigration policy as open society, but they
didn't remove roots which polarity, nationalism, elitism from our
soil.
For instance, the stipulation, which special human power

invites in a positive way in the case strengthening of national
competition and simplify the ability of human power in limited
ways, caring about foreign residents first who have language,
culture and etc, makes new discrimination and anode. Also it
makes difficult for aim of another policy which respects foreign
human rights and unifies society.

Indeed, we need to learn humbleness form examples of
western countries that the complex immigration problems, which
nations permeate into it, can't be controled perfectly. Aren't
these the starting points for multi-culture immigration policy?
AWNAWNAWNAWN
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By Kim Heon-ju, Director of Migrant Workers Trade Union inBy Kim Heon-ju, Director of Migrant Workers Trade Union inBy Kim Heon-ju, Director of Migrant Workers Trade Union inBy Kim Heon-ju, Director of Migrant Workers Trade Union in
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I have known a person named Moon Song-myeon.
Because of mercury poisoning, he had to face death in July,
1988. We buried him in our hearts and his death brought July
as a campaign month for industrial disaster expulsion. Leaving
the outcry of laborers after great struggle in 1987, he had gone
away.

I met numerous other Moon Song-myeons in both Bangladesh
and Nepal last year. Whenever I went, whether at the diner or
the store, I had to face boys and girls who were younger than
Moon. Many of them worked for fiber industry and their lives
were very exhausted. They went to the factory at around 8 in
the morning and had to run the sewing machines until 9 or 10
in the evening. Under the blur florescent light, they continued
operating the sewing machine. I wish they had a bright future
as our sisters in Gumi industrial complex.

As soon as I arrived in Bangladesh, I heard a terrible news
that about 1,500 people died from a blaze at Chittagong which
is the second largest city in the nation. The whole nation was
stirred by the disaster. The congregation for fiber laborers which
I attended reported the catastrophe with deep lamentation. I
shivered with the thought that many of burned deaths may be

those young children.

While on my way to Grameen Bank, one role model of
alternative banks, I saw many brick factories. It was sad to
witness that Grameen Bank lost its original intention, but a
more unfortunate thing for me was its children who were
working under strong sun rays with almost bare skin. The brick
factories along the street seemed bragging and saying it may
be happier to work as fiber laborers and this thought made me
stifle.

On my way to see my friend Gupta who runs a small
telephone shop in Nepal, I saw a poster on the wall. The
picture contained fatigued lives of young boys working for brick
factories under strong sun rays. It urged the thought to stop
coerced child labor in Nepal.

Did someone say history repeats itself?
I never dreamed to meet Moon Song-myeon or sisters
working in factories again in Bangladesh or Nepal. However, it
was a good thing for me to visit the nation, especially the
impressive poster hung on the wall in Nepal. The time and
experience I had in Nepal and Bangladesh made me think over
the opponent we focus on. It is not only the reality of migrant
workers but numerous stuffs that force reality itself. AWN
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<Task1-1> Uprooting discrimination

against ethnic Koreans
a. Widely open the door for entry of
Korean residents in China and CIS (ethnic
Koreans) into the country.
b. Introduce a "Visiting Employment System" to
satisfy pre-requisites to be Korean residents in
foreign countries
- Issue an H-2 visa valid for five years
which enables them to visit the country and
work. (working permit 3 years)
c. Establish amnesty policies to
undocumented ethnic Koreans,
- Enact Voluntary Departure Program for
ethnic Koreans who have smuggled
themselves into Korea and have a forged
passport and grant an opportunity for
legitimate re-entry.

<Task1-2> Dual nationality and
permanent residency

- Review problems related with granting dual
nationality over the long run considering a
transition of national emotions since they are
still far too early to talk about.
- Improve systems realistically since most of
the ethnic Koreans and foreigners who have
satisfied requirements for acquiring
permanent residence prefer obtaining a
qualification for permanent residence to
getting the nationality.

<Task2-1> Support and
protection of married migrants

As married migrants (foreign supposes
who have married Koreans) increase, the
government has improved systems by easing
requirements for permanent residence
(reduction of the residential period from five
years to two years) and granting free
employment. Nevertheless, they have
suffered from cultural difference and trouble in communication
and have difficulty in acclimating themselves to Korean
circumstances.
※ The number of international marriage cases by year: 15,913
people in 2002; 25,658 people in 2003; 35,447 people in
2004; 43,121 people in 2005 (13.6 percent of the cases in
2005 and 35.9 percent of the cases in farming and fishing
communities)

a. Build a network of married migrants by nations

b. Intensify education of the Korean language and provide a
booklet of legal and life information

c. Expand social welfare and medical services: actively
proceed support for living and expansion of free medical
examination and treatment under the Ministry of Health and
Welfare and reference of jobs under the MOL.

d. Strengthen legal restrictions on international match-making.

e. Ease responsibility for proving reasons for dissolving
marriage and strengthen legal structure.

f. Grant nationality and permanent residency to people who

get and stay married to Koreans and raise children.

g. Issue a visa to check pretended cases of marriage and
strengthen examination of foreigners' registration.

<Task2-2> Uprooting trafficking in women

a. Punish a person severely for an infringement upon
women's rights and strengthen supervision of the section of
performance planning and management .

b. Construct official circles and the structure for international
cooperation.

c. Strengthen publicity work to prevent infringement upon
human rights

<Task2-3> Support and protection for
migrants' children

a. Improve educational circumstances for migrants' children
b. Establish a "call center for foreigners" and support
communication.

c. Build the support structure for migrants' children

Continued to page 4Continued to page 4Continued to page 4Continued to page 4▶▶▶▶
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<Task3-1> Improvement of process to
recognize refugees and revision of the law

Even though applications for being a refugee are in rapid
increase, the examination of the applicants reaches the
breaking point with prolonged period of examination (six
months to three years) because of lack of sections and
human power in charge of refugee-related work.

※ The whole 809 applicants since 1994 (84 people in 2003;
148 people in 2004; 140 people in 2005)

a. Reconsider speciality of human power who is in charge of
refugees and construct infrastructure to make a rapid
decision.
b. Set the law in good condition and improve systems to
protect applicants' interests

- Abolish the system of setting the upper limit (one year)
in the application period.
- Guarantee stable living by granting a qualification for

employment through close examination of applicants.
- Grant a qualification for employment to applicants who

are likely to be accepted as a refugee until the result comes
in.
- Grant a status of stay on humane grounds to people

who are refused to be accepted as a refugee but have
inevitable reasons.
- Grant a status of stay on human grounds to people who

are refused to be accepted as a refugee but are in need of
humane relief as a result of examination at the request of the
U. N. high commissioners of refugee relief.
- Grant a status of stay on human grounds within a

certain period of time to people who cannot be sent back to
their own countries due to a civil war and loss of nationality
or have difficulty in being sent back to a nation where they
stayed before entering Korea: at least until sending back is
possible.

<Task3-2> Practical support for the refugee
recognizers

The establishment of the practical support system for the□
refugee recognizers with the refugees' supporting facility

- Support such as the education, employment, legal advice,
medical care for the refugee recognizers as building up
the refugees' supporting facility with about 150 capacity in
a suburb of Seoul

- The offer of the refugees' support facility for the relief
case among the refugee recognition applicants, the
promotion of open relief facility for the refugee applicants
in the long term

The practical social security support for the refugee□
recognizers

- The support of the same social security with the citizens
such as accomodations and meals, the minimum cost of
living, employment education, medical care for the
incompetent of living

- The consideration of the minimum cost of living and
medical care until the decision of the examination among
the refugee recognition applicants having a difficulty in
employment due to disease, handicap, etc.

<Task4-1> System improvement to induce
professional

The detailed employment classification & systematic system□
for employing the professionals

The permission of internal employment for graduating□
expectants studying abroad
The enforcement of preferential treatment policy for the□
professionals

- The extension of internal stay from 3 years into 5 years
for people having Gold Card, IT Card, Science Card

<Task4-2> Revising system of technical
laborers

The interception of employment license system scandal□
- The deduction and improvement of employment problems
through the research on the actual condition about the
selection of foreign laborers and the entrance into the
country.

- To root employment scandal (MOL) and illegal entrance
mediation broker (MOJ), the tightening of mutual
assistance system with a diplomatic office in the foreign
country (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

- The reinforcement of memorandum of understanding
suspension and cancellation at the employment scandal
exposure

<Task4-3> Considering long-term stay
permission of skilled migrant workers

The plan of long-term stay permission for skilled laborers□
- The positive examination about the plan of long-term stay
permission for the skilled migrant workers who get the
nation's technology license

- The opportunity to acquire nationality and the right to
permanent residency to the skilled workers who passed
the nation's technology license exam and any migrant
workers over 5 years

- The system preparation of the balance of demand and
supply.

- The adjustment about the appropriate number of
naturalized citizens through the technology license exam
level

- The necessity of prior consultation such as a public
hearing, a TV forum, and a public-opinion poll

<Task5-1> Protecting human rights of
undocumented migrant workers

The protection of human rights and the revitalization of□
rights and interests promotion association for migrant
workes
The employment permission during the fixed period for□
migrant workers with violated human rights

- The grant of stay qualification to work for their living
during their stay in the country, in case of they need to
stay in the country in order to raise a suit as
undocumented migrant workers' violated human rights
such as the sexual trade extortion and serious the crime
damage
The grant of departure preparatory period for the voluntary□
leaver

- Granting the fixed departure preparatory period for the
voluntary leavers, the support to leave the country after
getting back deposit money for their room and wage
unpaid during their stay in the country

- All the undocumented migrant workers reporting for
voluntary departure will get a fixed preparatory period after
an advanced statement to the Immigration Office

- The extension of preparatory departure period from 14
days into 90 days

Continued to page 5Continued to page 5Continued to page 5Continued to page 5▶▶▶▶
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<Task5-2> Lawful procedures on crackdown

Specific legal verification needs to be prescribed▢
concerning crackdown and protection.
- Secure name list of forcefully-deported objects, define
the protection, build a building to affirm the violation of the
Immigration Law, establish the Immigration Law concerning
the regulations of entry, and make specific lawful reasoning.

Blocking the causes of human infringement and accidents▢
in the process of crackdown.
- Observe lawful procedures on crackdown, take enough
humane care to the controlled undocumented migrant workers
by additionally securing the advanced crackdown workforce
with foreign fluency and warm heart (nationwide 140 officials).
- In case of introducing the court license system that
civilian groups are insisting in the process of crackdown, it is
impossible to reduce the number of undocumented migrant
workers if not proceeded to hire the officials in charge of
collecting previous information of undocumented stayer
fulfilled with conditions of issuing the license and asking for
it.
- Secure enough cars to be exclusively used for crackdown
and drivers to prevent accidents.

Revision of the Immigration Law and establishment of the▢
principles of notifying after rescuing the rights in advance.
- Revise the Immigration Law so the related authorities can
allow the violator of the law to be notified; the obligation of
notification and relief of related rights or consultant cases of
human infringement can be notified after finishing the
procedures of rescue and then being notified (by the time of
notification, the regulation of “without delay” deleted).

Reinforcement of education of human rights to the official▢
and intra-control.
- Deploy an official in charge of human rights at each
office (monitoring the process of crackdown).
- Intensify the supervision and education of the official in
charge of crackdown and protection.

<Task5-3> Improvement for undocumented workers'
children

Permit school attendance, give the opportunity for▢
education and medical benefit to the children of
undocumented stayers by being actively examined and
promoted by the Ministry of Education & Human Resources
Development, the Ministry of Health and Welfare, and the
Ministry of Gender Equality and Family.

The Ministry of Education & Human Resources▷
Development has a position that school attendance is
possible for the children of undocumented stayters, even
though the enacting enforcement ordinance of elementary and
middle education law Article 19 does not add other
regulations of entering school.
(Enacting enforcement ordinance of elementary and middle

education law Article 19 : foreigners’ children can go to
elementary schools, submitting the warrant of entry or of
foreigner enrollment to jurisdictional principals.)
- Authorize an alternative school for foreign children and
acknowledge scholarship from the school.
- Grant appropriate medical

Promotion and building-up of system of policy regarding▢
foreigners (from 2006 to the end of 2007)

- Establish the organization to collectively supervise policy
for foreigners.
- Scrutinize the foreigner problem involving the issue of
foreign countrymen from the comprehensive and microscopic
view including diplomacy, security, economy, society, culture,
history etc, to devise “the basic directions and plan to
promote the policy for foreigners”. Plan to establish the
organization to supervise the general foreigner issues only in
charge of checking and evaluating the circumstances of
relevant policies.
- Frame the basic law and course for the policy for
foreigners and promote the system. Establish a basic plan
concerning immigration administration, lawful status and
treatment of foreigners. Support integration of society through
human rights protection. Back up social adaptation.

Relevant ordinances such as the basic law related to the▢
policy for foreigners (by the end of 2006)
opportunity to the children.
- Allow the undocumented migrants’ children to be taken
humane consideration to stay for a definite duration.
- Limitedly allow the children to stay in Korea with their
parents for a definite time, on the case that their children
were born in Korea and are going to elementary school, and
they are adjusted to Korean lifestyle so that it would be
impossible to adapt themselves to their home country if they
are returned home.

<Task6-2> Eradicating conditions of illegal
employment and stay

Eradication of motive for illegal employment .▢
- Cut off previously the cause of hiring undocumented
migrants by supplying the existing employees hiring lawful
foreign work force with rapid and proper workforce who are
about to be added and changed.
- Shut off the factory with illegal employment for fortifying
regulations and strictly punishing the employers.

Eradication of motivation of undocumented staying▢
- Trainee System integrated with Employment Permit System
from the first day of 2007.
- The Korean government shows firm volition for the
eradication to both undocumented stayers and the foreigner
on the waiting list who came to Korea but their real purpose
is to illegally stay in Korea. Spread the atmosphere of
avoiding illegal employment in the industrial circles.

Subjugation of paternalism to undocumented staying▢
- Inform socially harmful influence by undocumented
staying. Evoke the national empathy of the policy to reduce
the number of undocumented stayers.
The target of public activity at foreign governments and▢

citizens.
Intensification of international cooperation, exclusion of▢

illegal broker, deployment of informants abroad.
Promote the support of home-returning program to not▢

only countrymen but also other foreigners.
Keep developing the policy for foreigners to improve▢

human rights and further social integration.

Arrange a basic policy for foreigners from the
comprehensive and microscopic view. Establish the system to
systematically and efficiently enforce the policy for foreigners.
AWNAWNAWNAWN
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By Choi Jong-sik, Japan correspondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan correspondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan correspondentBy Choi Jong-sik, Japan correspondent

Last February, a Japanese woman was arrested after
being mistaken for an alien by a police officer. Due to her
exotic physical characteristic and avoidance of eye contact,
a police officer questioned her. When it turned out that she
was not carrying any identification card, she was arrested
for not carrying her passport as a foreigner.

The reason behind the frequent incidents of Japanese
being questioned by police officers for trivial causes is the
reinforcement of Immigration Control Law by the Japanese
Cabinets for the Prevention of International Crime and the
International Terror Prevention Department.

At the Cabinet meeting for Crime Prevention, the ministers
examined “The Plans to Create a Society with a Tougher
Security against Crime (December, 2003).” They especially
focused on reinforced attempts to prosecute illegal
immigrants, the tougher alien registration system, and
conditional allowance of foreigner entrance according to the
crime situation.

The Bureau of Prevention of International Crime and Terror
enhanced the formalities of entry for foreigners by
establishing finger print check, based upon “The Plans to
Prevent Terrors” (December, 2004). The members also
discussed the limits of entry, compulsive expulsion and
tougher identification check-up at lodging facilities.

In addition, in June of last year, the executive policy
investigation council established the finger print identification
system at the international airport and issued IC Residence
Card. Furthermore, at this meeting, there was also a
suggestion about Intelligence Center, a unified system that
will monitor and control foreigners.

Within the Japanese government’s various attempts to
enhance the system of monitoring and controlling foreigners,
there lay three main focuses: the prevention of alien crime,
the reduction of undocumented foreign residents, and the
prevention of terror. In this manner, the Japanese
government is justifying its tougher monitor and control over
foreigners with those three purposes.

This governmental movement is a matter of grave
concern. In fact, in preventing alien crime, the system lacks
statistical data, and there is only a vague connection
between improvement of public security and reduction of
alien crime. Only 0.4% of the total penal cases are
perpetrated by foreigners. The Japanese government also
seems to ignore the UN Commission on Human Rights
statement in August of 2005 that says no infringement upon
basic human rights and freedom is acceptable even in terror
prevention policy; the currently on-going Japanese policy
upon immigration tends to restrict human rights of
foreigners.

Furthermore, a system that is being currently considered
by the Japanese government threatens a grave problem
regarding the issue of human rights.

At first, the government is in the process of instituting a
system that will require every visiting foreigner above sixteen
to provide biological information including finger print.

The information
will be stored to be
used during the
c r i m i n a l
investigation or
prosecution of
illegal aliens.
The requirement

of providing
fingerprint, sensitive
i n d i v i d u a l
information, will
also be applied to permanent residents when they depart
and re-enter the nation. Such policy will enhance
differentiation between Japanese and Foreigners and
objectify the latter as possible trouble-makers who need to
be monitored. Once this database is settled, during the
regular criminal investigation, the stored foreigner information
might be referred to at first.

Such database control system not only limits foreigners’
control over their identities but slows down Japan’s march
toward a multiracial, multicultural society. As they indicate
foreigners as a hotbed of crime through the policies,
prejudice and discrimination against aliens will be hardened.

The reformed Immigration Control Law allows the
government to expel compulsively those whom a judicial
minister considers dangerous in becoming a monetary
supporter for terror or a criminal involving threatening and
those who cannot enter the nation according to the
international treaty. As a result, confirming someone as a
terrorist can be vague and subjective. It is quite dangerous
to grant judicial ministers an authority to judge someone to
be a terrorist.

The enhanced monitoring system of alien residences also
entails several problems. The executive policy investigation
council in 2005 considered IC Residence Card system and a
stricter identification process for foreigners at lodging
facilities. The unified system for identification data base for
a mass group of foreigners and requirement of carrying the
card all the time increases the risk of a complete exposure
of identification, which can easily release a foreigner’s daily
privacy. At the lodging facilities, the requirement of providing
their pass ports will only increase prejudice and
discrimination of foreigners.

The Japanese government’s intensified restriction and
control over the foreigners will only bring the nation a
government-controlling society.

The Problems of Japan’s Countermeasure Against Terror※
from Alien Immigration and Registration Issue
Foreign Laborers Joint National-wide Network, M-Net, April
2006, p.3-4.
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Mr. Son from China,
rummaging through
leaflets of candidates'
election pledges, said on
May 26 that he was so
happy to exercise his
right to vote.

It was the first time
that Chinese residents in

Korea were entitled to vote for the 5.31 local elections. The
Incheon Chinatown, the largest Chinese people's residence area
in Korea, was in a festive atmosphere. The Incheon Overseas
Chinese Association and merchants in Chinatown put up
placards welcoming being granted the right to vote.

Pil Myeong-an, president of the Incheon Overseas Chinese
Association, said, "We have been treated as strangers, even
though we have lived and paid taxes in Korea. After being
granted the right to vote, I really feel I'm Korean." Son
Deok-jun, vice president of the Association, whose family has
run a Chinese restaurant for four generations in Chinatown
expected that the city or district office would give more
consideration to revitalize the Chinatown.
About one thousand Chinese people are living in Incheon

Chinatown. Among those, only 510 people aged over 19 and
who were qualified for permanent residence for more than three
years were granted the right to vote.
However, limitedly granting the right to vote to foreigners

became an issue. A total of 6,726 foreigners received the right.
A preliminary research by the National Election Commission
showed that out of 6,438, Chinese residents occupied 94.9%,
Japanese were 3.5%, and American and English followed 20
people and 10 people respectively.

Shin Seong-eun from the Joint Committee for Migrant
Workers in Korea said that most migrant workers were unable
to receive the right because the right to vote was granted only
to those who were already qualified for permanent residence for
more than three years, and those who earned 65 million won
annually could apply for permanent residence in Korea.

<Hankyoreh> May 26, 2006<Hankyoreh> May 26, 2006<Hankyoreh> May 26, 2006<Hankyoreh> May 26, 2006

A policy on foreigners staying in Korea has been largely
modified. President Roh presided a meeting in the Blue House
and drastically revised a basic direction of foreigner’s policy
and procedure system. This meeting was held to embody an
open society mingled with foreigners. They agreed to convert
control-oriented foreigners' policy to mutual understanding and
respect. To back up this decision, a foreigner's policy
committee consisting of 17 ministers and seven civilians was
launched on June 22.

First, overseas Korean residents are allowed to be engaged
in simple work. They will be issued with a multiple visa valid for
five years, which means they are permitted to enter Korea as
they wish.
Systems on migrant workers were generally overhauled: to

introduce an intern visa; and the maximum period of stay for a
special technician would be extended from three to five years.

To protect undocumented migrant people's human rights, the
period of departure preparation is to be prolonged from 14 to
90 days; a position in charge of human rights is to be set up
at the immigration office; and undocumented migrant children
are entitled to go to school.

In order to protect and help rapidly increasing inter-racially
married immigrants and foreign women settle down well in our
society, networks by country will be formed and a social welfare
and medical service for them will be expanded. Multi-cultural
education on the second generation of inter-racially married
couples will be reinforced in primary and middle school. A
procedure of acknowledging asylum seeker is scheduled to be
improved and support measure is to be prepared. Moreover, a
foreigner's day will be established and an exclusive information
website for foreigners will be opened.

<Kukmin Ilbo> May 26, 2006<Kukmin Ilbo> May 26, 2006<Kukmin Ilbo> May 26, 2006<Kukmin Ilbo> May 26, 2006

Consular officials from the embassies of China, Indonesia,
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Pakistan, Mongol, the Philippines, Thailand
and Myanmar in Korea gathered to attend a meeting for
protecting migrant workers who had industrial accidents hosted
by the Korea Labor Welfare Corporation (KLWC) in the Migrant
Workers Center in Korea on June 9.

Last year migrant workers who were compensated for
industrial accidents were a total of 4,117: by nation there were
1,943 from China, 285 from Indonesia, 271 from Vietnam, 200
from Bangladesh, 194 from Pakistan, 172 from Uzbekistan, 158
from the Philippines, 156 from Thailand, 144 from Mongol and
117 from Sri Lanka. Among those 1,518 (37%) undocumented
migrant workers were also included. Considering 400,000
migrant workers in Korea, industrial accident rate is over 1
percent.
Questions from participants followed after a brief presentation

on the industrial accident compensation system which equally
allows medical treatment and compensation to Korean and legal
& illegal migrant workers.

Second secretary at the Sri Lankan embassy asked whether a
migrant worker who had hurt his back in working and received
compensation was entitled to receive further medical treatment
because he still suffers from backache. Bang Yong Seok,
president of the KLWC personally wrote down the worker's
personal detail for his further treatment.
When an officer from the Embassy of Myanmar mentioned

about thirteen severely handicapped workers still suffering from
the accident, President Bang promised to help them get
compensation.

Participants pointed out that though Korea has an outstanding
compensation system which compensates for migrant workers
who get hurt or die regardless of the workers' status, many
workers do not know the existence of the system or do not
apply for compensation for fear of being deported. Besides,
many questions regarding compensation were raised.

Kim Hae-seong, head of the Migrant Workers Support Center,
who has worked for the protection of migrant workers for ten
years, mentioned that legislating the employment permit system
has no parallel in the world despite the fact that migrant
workers suffer from delayed payment and industrial accidents. "I
will cooperate to solve various problems of migrant workers", he
added. <Ministry of Labor> June 11, 2006<Ministry of Labor> June 11, 2006<Ministry of Labor> June 11, 2006<Ministry of Labor> June 11, 2006 AWNAWNAWNAWN
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Interpretation Service
for MWs

Korean International Labor Foundation Begins Interpretation
Services for Migrant Workers.
The Korean International Labor Foundation announced the

establishment of ‘Interpretation Support Center for Foreign
Migrant Workers’ on June 11, which serves migrant workers
with interpretation in English, Chinese, Vietnamese andEnglish, Chinese, Vietnamese andEnglish, Chinese, Vietnamese andEnglish, Chinese, Vietnamese and
Mongolian.Mongolian.Mongolian.Mongolian.
Those who want to get this service can use the automatic

answering system(1577-0177)(1577-0177)(1577-0177)(1577-0177) of the center.
Interpretation service contains details about labor such as

labor contacts, industrial accidents or wages, and also about
facts a foreign worker may need to know in his daily life such
as how to use banks and hospitals.
According to an officer of the Foundation, "Employers who

hire foreign workers or people concerned with local government
office of labor can also get the service." He said, “We are
planning to serve migrants workers with Indonesian, Thai and
Russian interpretation services.”

<Naeil Shinmoon> 2006-06-12

▶Counseling Call - Migrant Workers' Center in KoreaCounseling Call - Migrant Workers' Center in KoreaCounseling Call - Migrant Workers' Center in KoreaCounseling Call - Migrant Workers' Center in Korea
(Tel. 1588-2144)(Tel. 1588-2144)(Tel. 1588-2144)(Tel. 1588-2144)

As of the end of 2005, 530,000 out of 4.87 million registered
population were foreigners in Korea. Among those migrant
workers were 255,314(47.6%), inter-racially married immigrants
were 65,243(12.2%), and their children were 25,246(4.7%).

According to the Ministry of Home and Administration research
on foreigners living in Korea by municipality, these figures were
made up with 46.1% (247,440) from China, 23% from Southeast
Asia, 6.3% from South Asia, 4.8% from the U.S, 4% from Taiwan,
and 3.65% from Japan. Among those from China, Chosunjoks
numbered 169,995, and they occupied 31.7% of total foreigners
in Korea.

Most foreigners turned out to be living in Gyeonggi Province
(31.5%), Seoul (27.8%), and Incheon (6.3%). This census
included foreigners living in Korea for over 90 days regardless of
their legal status.
An officer of the MOHA said, "We plan to prepare support

measures for foreigners living in Korea and host events where
they can mingle with local residents for harmony."

<DongA Ilbo> June 8, 2006<DongA Ilbo> June 8, 2006<DongA Ilbo> June 8, 2006<DongA Ilbo> June 8, 2006

Bankrupt Phone CardBankrupt Phone Card
CompanyCompany

QQQQ I'm Nguyen from Vietnam. I cannot use my phone card.

I tried to call the man who had sold the phone card to me,
but he wouldn't answer. I can't use my phone card nor get
back my money. What can I do?

AAAA The phone card is managed by Seoul Communications

Office. The phone card company must be insured. So in the
case of bankruptcy, the insurance company pays
compensation to the customer. When you can't use your
phone card, first of all call the Seoul Communications
Office(02-2040-3153). If the phone company is dishonored,
Seoul Communications Office(http://seoul.koreapost.go.kr/)
or Korea Communications Commission
http://www.kcc.go.kr/) gives information on how to apply for
insurance benefits in its homepage. If you have a dishonored
phone card, you can be compensated. But if you miss the
deadline for application, you can't get any compensation.
AWNAWNAWNAWN
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